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The growth of the photovoltaic (PV) market is a crucial aspect of addressing climate change using 
renewable energy [1]. High reliability and durability of PV modules are key requirements for PV to 
become a main source of energy. Both require fast and accurate detection and classification of defects 
in solar cells and modules [2]. In this study, we investigate the effectiveness of deep learning algorithms 
for detection and classification of defects using luminescence images of silicon (Si) solar cells. 

Electroluminescence (EL) [3] and photoluminescence (PL) [4] imaging are high-throughput 
techniques that have been often used for the detection of defects in the PV industry [5], [6]. However, 
the current visual-based analysis of these images is slow, expensive, requires a relatively deep 
understanding of solar cell physics and carries inherent bias from the human evaluator [7]. This bias will 
affect the classification of defects and decisions regarding the required actions. As a result, defect 
detection can vary between different evaluators [7]. Hence, automated detection using computer vision 
and machine learning (ML) has recently gained increased attention [7], [8]. 

Earlier studies in the area of defect detection have used streamlined ML algorithms, where hand 
crafted feature extraction modules are combined with support vector machine (SVM) or random forest 
(RF) classifiers [7], [9], [10]. In the past few years, deep learning techniques have been used with 
increasing success for defect classification [8], [11]. Deep learning has been shown to outperform 
streamlined algorithms in different fields of research [12], [13]. This has been attributed to increasingly 
large datasets and a widespread access to stronger computing processors for training the algorithms 
[14]. The handful of studies that have featured deep learning for defect classification use various imaging 
techniques including multispectral [15], ultra-violet fluorescence [16] and EL imaging [11], [17]. For EL 
imaging, it seems that the focus of previous studies has been on field inspection rather than on the 
manufacturing line [7], [11], [17].  

This study aims to incorporate large datasets of luminescence images (PL and EL) of solar cells 
from manufacturing lines and fielded modules to train deep learning algorithms for automated 
localisation and classification of faults and defects. 

The study is based on over 50,000 unlabelled luminescence images of Si solar cells from 
partnering companies. It also uses a dataset of over 8,500 labelled images from fielded modules. Both 
datasets must be labelled to train the deep learning algorithms. Traditionally, images are manually 
labelled by professionals via visual inspection of the luminescence images [18]. However, due to the 
very large datasets, such an approach takes a long time. Therefore, this study also aims to develop an 
unsupervised clustering approach to differentiate and label the remaining images “no-anomaly” cells or 
“anomaly” cells. The labelled images can then be used to train deep learning models. This initial 
unsupervised learning approach will require a hand-crafted feature extraction module [19]. 

To develop the required feature extraction module, the labelled dataset of over 8,500 images is 
used. A supervised learning pipeline has been developed to test the extracted features by attempting to 
identify the image labels, which are no-anomaly, cracks, and finger failure. The images are pre-
processed through standardising image size, normalising pixel intensity and digitally removing the cells’ 
busbars. Statistical features, such as the mean and standard deviation of the pixel intensity, are 
subsequently extracted from these images. An inverted-Otsu [20] thresholding filter is then applied, with 
the number of remaining pixels being used as another feature. Figure 1 shows the images at each pre-
processing stage.  



 

 

Figure 1 - Example of EL images at the pre-processing stage. 
(a) the original image, (b) after pixel intensity normalisation and digital busbar removal, (c) after inverted-Otsu filtering. 

To avoid skewing the model (as the number of “no-anomaly” images is much larger than the 
number of “anomaly” images), the “no-anomaly” images are first down-sampled reducing them to the 
same number as the “anomaly” cells. The remaining data is then randomly split between training and 
testing in an 80:20 ratio. The models are then trained on the extracted feature vectors and evaluated 
with an F1-score [21], the harmonic mean of the precision (positive prediction value) [21] and recall 
(probability of detection) [21] of the classification results. For hyperparameter tuning, an SVM radial 
basis function kernel [22] is run five times for each hyperparameter with different randomised down-
sampling of “no-anomaly” images and train/test splits, and the resulting F1-score is averaged. The main 
parameter being tuned is the C-regularisation [23], which controls the margin of classification (a higher 
C results in a tighter margin). The correct separation of different datapoints is dependent upon the 
margin of the SVM. The same tuning is repeated another five times to investigate the variance in the 
training scores due to different randomised down-sampling and train/test splitting. 

Figure 2 (a) presents the F1-score as a function of the C-regularisation. Each line represents a 
different hyperparameter tuning instance. An F1-score of 100% indicates perfect precision and recall 
[21]. In Figure 2 (b), a confusion matrix is used to visualise the classification results of the SVM model 
at C-regularisation of 100. The confusion matrix displays the number of predicted and actual 
classification instances where the diagonal represents the correct predictions for each class. The 
confusion matrix is also used to calculate the precision, recall, resulting F1-score and accuracy of the 
classifier model. The preliminary results achieved with this pipeline is an F1-score of 42% and an 
accuracy of 47%. These results are calculated from the confusion matrix and show that the supervised 
learning pipeline can still be improved.  

 

Figure 2 - (a) Hyperparameter tuning results, each line represents a different hyperparameter tuning instance. (b) confusion 
matrix of the best SVM model. 

Future work will include the implementation of different feature extraction and classification 
algorithms in the supervised learning pipeline. This is followed by automatic labelling of the dataset of 
over 50,000 EL images with unsupervised clustering. The labelled dataset will subsequently train deep 
learning models for the localisation and classification of defect sites on the luminescence images of the 
Si solar cells. For improved defect detection, the labelled dataset will be transferred over existing pre-
trained deep learning architectures [24]. The results will be discussed at the conference. 



 
To summarise, automated detection of solar cell defects is an imperative step to maintain the 

reliability of PV cells and modules. By using very large datasets of luminescence images provided by 
different partnering companies, this study aims to develop deep learning models capable of localising 
and classifying defects in Si solar cells. These models will significantly improve the reliability of solar 
cells and modules by providing fast and accurate automated defect detection in luminescence images 
of Si solar cells. 
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